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AUSTRALIA’S BEst young locksmith FINAL FOUR 

STREAMLINE your key cutting with Silca
NEW Neptune WIRELESS CAMERA KIT 

Includes 7-inch 
LCD touch screen
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AIRSECURE CARBON DIOXIDE METER

Get ready the ventilation 
revolution is coming!

sufficient air-flow to blow Covid-19 carrying particles 
away. But in most cases, the occupants will be 
unaware of the poor air quality, and could be putting 
themselves at unnecessary risk. 
 
ABUS has the solution. The CO2WM110 is a semi-
professional Carbon Dioxide meter that can be set to 
trigger a warning when Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels 
exceed safe limits. When CO2 builds up, it means there 
is insufficient fresh air flow in a space, and this leads 
to increased disk of Covid-19 transmission. The device 
gives a visual and audible warning when CO2 levels 
increase over safe levels.  

Governments in many states are now recommending 
CO2 monitoring in schools, and businesses are 
installing them to warn employees, customers and 
visitors when a window needs to be opened, or the air 
circulation increased as they are concerned about their 
duty of care.  

• Audibly and visually warn when indoor air isn’t 
fresh and circulating 

• Provide safety to students, visitors, customers and 
office workers 

• Improved compliance with Duty of Care regarding 
safe workplaces 

• Simple, self-contained, battery powered and 
rechargeable device

Since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, there 
has been much debate about the most effective way 
to reduce the risk of transmission in public spaces. 
The early guidance focused on surfaces and hand 
sanitizer, but later evidence points most strongly to 
fine particle airborne transmission. The scientific and 
health advice has moved so strongly to masking, and 
to advising that outdoor activities and spaces are 
safer.  

Why? Because Covid-19 virus particles (at around 0.07 
microns) latch onto expelled air (air you breathe or 
cough or sneeze out) and float invisibly in the air. In 
an outdoor environment, even a very slight breeze will 
blow these tiny particles away. But in indoor spaces, 
that breeze or airflow may not be present.  

The building industry has for many years used 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) measurement as a proxy for 
“air freshness”. In industrial and large buildings like 
concert halls, theatres, hotels or exhibition centres, 
part of the design requirement is to ensure fresh air 
ventilation – by using mechanical means (typically a 
giant fan) to below fresh air in through vents in the 
ceiling.  

With modern buildings prioritising thermal efficiency 
(insulation) over air-flow, many schools, offices, 
shops, and other buildings where people gather lack

CO2WM110
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ADI LOCKING BARS
ADI locking bars are suitable for use in industrial and commercial buildings, institutions, clubs, schools, 
hospitals, hotels and similar buildings. These high security multi-point locking devices can be mounted 
horizontally to any solid core door.

ADI Bar Locking with Internal/External Lever & Cylinder 
ADILB7021LH (Left Hand Locking), ADILB7021RH (Right Hand Locking)

• Opens with single action lever handle inside.
• Cylinder locks & unlocks outside lever.
• Suits 201 cylinder (not included).
• Available in 3 sizes.

ADI Bar Locking with Internal Lever Only 
ADILB702LH (Left Hand Locking), ADILB702RH (Right Hand Locking)

• Heavy duty bolt through fixings.
• Indicating window turns red when unlocked.
• Suitable for timber and metal frame applications.
• Available in 3 sizes.

Cupboard Lock

SC BR700LCASC 
 PB BR700LCAPB

Latching Cupboard Lock

SC BRL78VLCASC  
PB BRL78VLCAPB

Cam Lock

SC BR820LCSC 
PB BR820LCPB

Cupboard Lock

SC BR800LCASC  
PB BR800LCAPB

BRAVA OL SERIES Locks
The most comprehensive cabinet and joinery locking solutions for the Locksmith Professional. Locking  
cupboards, cabinets, drawers, hatches and showcases? BRAVA OL Series Locks has a product for you.

• The easiest to rekey cupboard lock on the market
• Compatible with most restricted keying systems
• All locks use an 8221 (PD) cylinder
• Superior materials used

• Longest bolt throw (25mm) on the market for cupboards
• Supplied less cylinder
• Available satin chrome and polished brass
• Widest range of spare parts and accessories

locking 
left or 
right

locking up, 
down, left 
or right

Supplied 
less 
cylinder 
(8221

locking 
up or 
down
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Sponsored by: 

CALENDAR

Peter Monro
SK Locksmiths &
Security (QLD)

Jared Middleton
Northwest Locksmiths

(WA)

Aiden Webb
Matrix Security

Integration (TAS)

Kent Fegan
Terry’s Locksmiths

(QLD)

PRIZE

2021
FINALISTS

FINAL JUDGING
Thursday 16th December

WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT
Monday 10th January

ABYL  TROPHY
$2500 WORTH OF TOOLS AND PRODUCTS

$2000 TECHED VOUCHER
$1000 TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATION

APPLE IPAD PRO

Tell us why you should be Australia’s best young locksmith.

I think it is our duty
as qualified security
professionals to provide
the absolute best
customer service to the
public to ensure the
safety of the community.

This can only be done
if we have dedicated
professionals that never
stop growing and I
always strive to be one
of those people.

For me, it’s being part
of the community
and helping people.
It’s being ready for
when the phone rings
and you never know
what’s going to be
on the other end. 

It’s opening a car with 
a child locked inside 
and seeing the relief 
of the parents when 
they’re out and safe.

It would be an
honour to be named
Australia’s best young
locksmith, a profession
that I have been
working passionately in
for over a decade.

I have excellent
interpersonal skills; I
have the natural ability
to interact with people
from all walks of life &
always willing to assist.

I am committed
to promoting the
importance that the
locksmithing industry
plays in society, most
importantly, ensuring
that individuals,
families, and
businesses feel safe
and secure, which
is the heart of the
industry.
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

SALTO NEW XS4 ORIGINAL+

SALTO introduces the new XS4 Original+ with
impressive smart access features.

Look familiar? The XS4 Original+ is a powerful upgrade to 
SALTO’s best selling XS4 Original!

Leveraging a brand new chipset, the XS4 Original+
is equipped with real-time BLUEnet technology for
compatibility with both KS and SPACE platforms. SVN-Flex 
can also update user credentials directly at the door.

Choose from a range of finishes - the sleek reader design
is available in black and white!

MAGNALATCH® TOP PULL SERIES

MagnaLatch® Safety Gate Latches are the original and
still the best selling magnetic latches on the market.

Now with the Series 3 they just got better, giving one
key convenience on LW4 or LW5.

• Magnetically triggered latching
• At-a-glance lock indicator
• Key lockable (Silca LW5 keyway)
• Incorporates the popular PD 8221 barrel
• Suitable for metal, wood and chain link gates

KEVRON CLICKTAG ID5 MEGA MIX TUB

Kevron is an Australian based company specialising
in the manufacture and distribution of a range of high
volume, high quality, low cost identification products
and associated accessories.

• Kevron ID5 clicktags in assorted colours
• Paper insert and ring supplied
• Supplied in a counter disply tub of 150

55230046

visit lsc.com.au to
see more Kevvron

products

designed especially for
swimming pool gates, but
can be installed to any
gate where child safety

is paramount.

KID5AC150
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Convenient Self-paced learning  

High quality learning material compiled by  
recognised industry experts in this field

In built assessments to gauge learning and  
understanding of subject matter

Toyota introduced a new kind of ‘emergency’ key blade with their proximity remote fobs 
nearly 10 years ago, and since then there has been confusion about how to cut them on 
Silca machinery. There are two versions of the key, and below you can find the relevant 
tehnical data:

KEY TYPE 

Full thickness 

Half thickness 

CODE SERIES 

80,000 to 89,999 

80,000 to 89,999 

KEYBLANK 

TOY40 

Original 

SILCA CARD 

3491 

3770 

The code series is available in InstaCode, and is coming to the Futura and Silca Key 
Programs in the new year. A Silca Futura, Futura Pro, Futura Auto, or Triax family machine 
can be used to cut these. Ensure your machine is up to date if you can’t find these cards 
onboard.  

Cutting Toyota & Lexus “Emergency” 
keys on the 80,000 series

Micro short course 

Learn picking and decoding fundamentals   

Takeaway resource material   

Course details & enrolment via the LSC TechEd Webpage

AEC101 Introduction to using Lishi Picks – HU66

AEE101 Intro to Basic EEPROM 

NEW

ONLINE 24/7

TECH                   TIPTECH                   TIP
Corner

AUTOMOTIVE
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NEW KEY AND REMOTE PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE

ADA Smart PRO Software SD753919AD

• Update to existing software                                             
• 20+ new models added 
• Programs aftermarket slot keys to BMW and  

Mini vehicles
• Additional keys added without deleting those 

already programmed 
• ADC242 Smart Aerial required for programming

HYUNDAI OEM Proximity Key HY95440D3010

• Proximity Key
• 3 Button
• Emergency blade insert sold separate
• Supplied in original parts packaging
• Suits Hyundai Tucson 2018+

ADA Smart PRO Software SD751948AD 

• Update to existing software  
• Simultaneously programs proximity keys & 

remotes to later model JLR 
• 8 new models added 
• Additional keys added without deleting those 

already programmed 
• Program keys in all keys lost situation

Suzuki OEM Proximity Key SZ3717271L10 

• Proximity Key
• 2 Button
• Emergency blade insert sold separate
• Supplied in original parts packaging
• Suits Suzuki Swift 2010 - 2018

   BMW &
Mini

suits Hyundai 
Tucson 
2018+

suits Suzuki 
Swift 2010 
- 2018

Land 
rover &
Jaguar
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WIRELESS CAMERA KIT
   7” MONITOR & HD WIRELESS CAMERA

HD1080
motion

detection

night
vision

WEATHER
PROOF

micro
Sd
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7” MONITOR & HD WIRELESS CAMERA 
NE7MHDWCB

HD WIRELESS CAMERA 2.4GHz 
NEHDWCB

The Neptune surveillance kit “comes ready to use out of the
box”. Just plug in the 7” touchscreen monitor, install and power
up the IP66 HD Wireless Camera and your system is ready to go.
Need more cameras? The system supports up to 4 cameras.

The Neptune surveillance kit allows remote live view and
video playback via smartphones and tablets, as well as push
notifications for alarm triggers and motion detection.

Features
• Camera HD 1080P
• Distance LoS 300m
• 7-inch LCD touch screen
• Remote access live video via smartphones or tablet
• Individually record clear HD or VGA quality video and audio
• Video playback via smartphones or tablets
• Motion detection by using the PIR sensor

The Neptune Wireless Camera features HD 1080P image quality,
10m night vision, IP66 rating, and motion detection via the on
board PIR sensor. A maximum of 4 cameras can be added to the
Neptune surveillance kit providing an easy and simple to use
camera solution.

Features
• HD 1080P
• MPEG 4 video compression
• IP66 weatherproof
• Up to 10 meters night vision
• Support 4 cameras
• ICR filter auto switch for real
• Day/Night vision
• Motion detection by using the PIR sensor

This camera works with:
Neptune Surveillance Kit

NE7MHDWCB
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With lockdowns over in most parts of Australia, many locksmiths 
are reporting a big upswing in business. Stimulus money is flowing 
through the economy, yet at the same time qualified and trained 
locksmiths are in short supply.  

Investing in Automation is the solution. The Silca Unocode F800 
or F900 machines remove the need for an operator to stand in 
front of a key cutting machine and stamping device by completely 
automating the key cutting and engraving operation.   

6 pin inline keys are cut & engraved (3 lines of text) in around 50 
seconds, giving an output of 70 keys an hour without an operator.

Your Account Manager can help you calculate your ROI  - and you 
may be surprised. Our calculations show many businesses can pay 
back the investment via labour recovery in a year or less.  

Get the jump on your competitors and free up your team to do 
work that can’t be automated like installing locks, pinning cylinders, 
opening houses, or installing Access Control or CCTV systems. 

Finance the machine for around $325 per week*. If you have 
someone in your business who spends more than 3 hours or so 
cutting and stamping keys – you could free them up and recover 
that value! 

STREAMLINE, AUTOMATE AND 
OPTIMISE YOUR KEY CUTTING 
WITH SILCA UNOCODE F-SERIES 
F800 OR F900 

* This information is presented as a guide only and is not financial 
advice, and may not be applicable to you or your business. You 
should seek independent advice from your advisor. Indicative 
finance quote on a chattel mortgage facility over 48 months to 
approved borrowers. 
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Lucky line key hiders

GET BACK OUTDOORS WITH ABUS
ABUS is your answer for outdoor locking applications. The corrosive resistant internal components and
state-of-the-art plating make these padlocks ideal for securing boats, gates, trailers, bikes and caravans.

Rock & Sprinkler Key Hiders

Hide your spare key in your landscaping with the Rock
or Sprinkler Key Hiders. Sturdy moulded plastic. Holds
multiple keys.

Magnetic Key Hiders

Two heavy-duty, superior magnets hold to any steel 
surface. Will not rust. Available in Large or Extra
Large.

ABUS Padlock KD DP  
11mm Dia Nano Plated 

Shackle 

83WP63HB63NC

ABUS Submariner  
Padlock DP KD 8mm  

Stainless Steel Shackle

83WPIB53KD

ABUS Padlock KD 
8mm Dia Nano Plated 

Shackle

83WP53NKD

ABUS Padlock KD
8mm Dia Nano Plated 

Closed Shackle

 83WPCS53NKD

LUL90601 LUL91001LUL91901 LUL91201
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Lip extension accessories available 

KESLP2225
25mm extension
Suit KES200Z /  
2200 /900Z & S Models 

KESLP2250
50mm extension
Suit KES200Z /  
2200 /900Z & S Models

Pre-load Electric Strike & Accessories
The KES900Z electric strike with pre-load feature is capable of releasing with up to 
35kgs of pressure on the latch. Pre-load is commonly caused by air pressurisation 
doors that might have dropped or warped or the addition of door seals.  

• Monitored 
• 35kg preload capacity 
• 680kg holding force 

Watch over your home from your phoNE
Watch over your home from your smartphone, tablet or PC these holidays with Ring. Receive mobile alerts when motion is
detected on your property from your Doorbell, Spotlight Cam or Floodlight Cam.

• 12v / 24v power 
• Fail safe / fail secure field changeable 
• Pre drilled for lip extensions

Ring Doorbell 4 Kit RINGDB4

Upgrade your front door with Video 
Doorbell 4. Enjoy improved battery 
life and performance, enhanced  
dual-band wifi, and colour video 
previews to get the whole picture.

Spotlight Camera RINGSCBW

Protect every corner of your home 
with Spotlight Cam Battery, a versatile 
wire-free HD security camera that 
lets you see, hear and speak to 
anyone on your property from your 
phone, tablet and PC.

Floodlight Camera RINGFCWH

With object and facial detection, 
Floodlight Cam has the most 
advanced motion sensors in home 
security. Its 270° field-of-view will let 
you detect motion around corners 
and monitor all your blind spots.
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a.  4 Channel Professional Pack  
with 4 x 6mp Cameras DHIPKIT3A

• 1 X NVR4104P4KS2L 
• 4 x HDW3641TM 
• 1 X DHWD20PURZ 

b.  8 Channel Professional Pack 
with 8 x 6mp Cameras DHIPKIT4A

• 1 X NVR41088P4KS2L 
• 8 x HDW3641TM 
• 1 X DHWD40PURZ 

PROTECT WHAT’S YOURS  
Does your business premises have 
old, outdated, low resolution 
and underperforming CCTV? Or 
worse, have you not protected 
your business with CCTV at all? 
Make sure your customers can see 
you practice what you preach by 
installing a Dahua CCTV Kit at your 
business premises.

a.

b.

RETAIL   |   WAREHOUSE   |   CAFE   |   OFFICE

GET IN QUICK 
FOR YOUR SILLY SEASON SALE 
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Birthday  Competition
We’ve received some great entries for  
our 95th birthday competition. 

Here are a few submissions below. Don’t forget there is still time to enter for 
you chance to win a limited edition Australian Sovereign 2021 22ct pure gold 
Piedfort Coin valued at $1,800. 

Loganholme Locksmiths 

Sydney CBD, Pauls Locksmiths 

in the 90’s. I helped Scott set 

up a PC to run 4 Silca machines 

off serial ports. 1 Prima Laser, 

1 Quattrocode 1 Unocode & 1 

Marker all off 1 PC. Very nice. 

Superior Locks 
When I was a first year 
apprentice making a bet with 
the sales rep I could open 
a door with the new (at the 
time) Dino pick gun in under a 
minute, It ended up being the 
first pick gun I owned and still 
have. 

Lock & Key Service
LSC are the silent partner in 
the everyday success of our 
business from beginning 
to end. The quality of the 
products they supply, 
the fantastic support and 
speedy turnaround on all 
orders. 

Bond Locksmiths 

Best LSC memory - Seeing 

Boydie the terminator return to 

work after his accident. 

Barrier Locksmiths My favourite memory was when 

I first got to visit LSC when I 

started my apprenticeship and 

got to go back into the stock 

area to see all the lock picks 

and got my first lock picking set! 

Handleworks The technical team helping 
me work out all the bits I need 
when ordering the Dahua 
modules! 
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- Mark Johnson

I know last year when I wrote, I said “wow, what a year it’s been”. Looking back - the year did have an 
(unfortunate) Groundhog Day element to it! We couldn’t wait to see the back of 2020, and while 2021 started 
off well, by the end of the year we’re also happy to see the back of it. 

Customers in our two biggest states suffered long lockdowns, with the resultant impact on business and 
consumer confidence. Thankfully, our industry is a resilient one, and despite it being tough, I know customers 
have pulled through. 

Many businesses sought out new products and services to offer, and many invested in themselves and their 
people in the quieter times, recognising it will make them stronger and more resilient in the future.  
We’ve also done that. 

I’m incredibly proud of our new Website. The new and modern interface, that works across platforms and 
devices is loaded with more data and functionality than ever before. We continue to enhance it for everyone, and 
the feedback is overwhelmingly positive.  Our training and support offerings just go from strength to strength, 
and our team are motivated to share knowledge and know-how with you, enabling you to grown and evolve. 

Once again I want to thank our onsite team in our warehouse and customer service who came into work every 
day during the darkest of Covid-times to ensure continuity of supply. For our customer service and back-office 
teams, thank you also for your commitment and hard work during the lockdowns. 

I love engaging with customers and I know how difficult it is for our customer-focused Account Managers and 
customer-facing teams to have missed out on that over the year. The positive is that we’re all back out and 
about now, and things are returning to normal. In every state and territory, we can’t wait to get back into your 
business to share and help with everything that makes up a Complete Security offer. 

I remain optimistic for the year ahead. Despite the uncertainties around the economy, Security remains 
essential. We have a Complete Security offering that covers every aspect – residential, commercial, industrial 
and automotive – our team remain laser focused on helping you solve more problems for your customers every day. 

Lastly, we thank every one of our customers for their support and patience during what has been an incredibly 
challenging year. 

I wish all our customers and staff a very Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year.

MeRRRY CHRisTMASMeRRRY CHRisTMAS
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order now to avoid disappointment!

Features: 
• Corrosion resistant plating
• Heavy duty solid zinc body
• Anti-shimming feature 
• Key override

BACK TO SCHOOL - COMBINATION PADLOCKS

78KC COMBINATION PADLOCKS 158KC COMBINATION PADLOCKS

78KC50NKA509

78KC50NKA50778KC50NKA501

78KC50NKA411

Features: 
• Override key opens lock and allows code to 

be identified if unknown or lost
• Key override
• 4 digit resettable code

158KC45AP050, 158KC45AP051, 158KC45AP052

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice. Special promotional prices advertised here are for the month the newsletter has been published. However, some offers may commence 
on or extend beyond the promotional period. Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive. Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be 
correct at the time of printing, however, errors and omissions may occur. LSC can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of products that may change after printing.


